
Speakers bio

Friska Wirya, Change management expert, 
Leadership and Management Consultant



Inspirational
TOPIC 1 – No change, no progress
A story of triumph over adversity, an only child who 
lost both parents at 2 weeks old, enduring a 
tumultuous nomadic childhood, intense racism and 
bullying, to overcoming homelessness and addiction 
to become the woman she is today.
Key takeaways:

• Mindset is king
• Internal locus of control

• Holistic wellbeing – mental, physical, emotional

TOPIC 2 – The future of work

Friska drives change in organisations for a living. Find 
out how work is shifting: where it ’s done, how it ’s 
done and who’s doing it. 

Key takeaways:

• Trust as currency

• Changing relationship paradigms

• Digital nomads and the knowledge worker

Futurist



TOPIC 3 – Communication masterclass
Communication can make or break a relationship, a 
career, a change – and in the workplace we’re often 
trying to change people’s thoughts, decisions and 
actions.

Friska shares communication best practices from 
her experiences working around the world with 
challenging people.

Key takeaways:
◦ The 5Cs of effective communication
◦ Persuading difficult stakeholders
◦ Leveraging influence principles

Communication



Digital readiness

TOPIC 4 – Developing and sustaining a digital culture
There is much talk about digital transformation, but 
the reality is that many organisations go through a 
glacial evolution, at best.

Friska shares a case study on how she made 
transformation a reality for the largest ASX-listed 
gold miner.

Key takeaways:
◦ Defining true transformation and sustaining it
◦ Driving adoption through positive psychology 
◦ Shifting from expense to value creation



PREVIOUS EVENTS

Australia 

2019 Future of Mining, Sydney

Minerals Week, Canberra

Mining Leaders Forum, Perth

2020 Female Influencers in Tech, Melbourne

Leading for Success, Melbourne

Future of Mining, Sydney

MEC Mining Transformation & Culture, Melbourne

Contino Communication Masterclass, Melbourne

Bendigo Innovation and Invention Festival, Melbourne

Contino The Tech Leadership Panel, Sydney

Behind Closed Doors, C-suite Women, Australia-wide

International

2020 Women in Leadership Asia, Singapore

Female Heroes, Microsoft, Indonesia

100x Accelerate and Multiply Daniel Tolson, International

Women in Mining & Energy Communication Masterclass, Jakarta

ecodex.id Personal Branding Masterclass, Jakarta

https://twitter.com/futureofmining/status/1110526896587063296
http://miningleadersforum.marcusevans.com/
https://australia.future-of-mining.com/aus2020/en/node/spe%D0%B0kerprofile-friska-wirya
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/how-to-get-the-change-you-need-by-leveraging-your-culture-tickets-107033329570


Publications 
and press

◦ Innovation unearthed, 
Mining Global 

◦ Blue lights, getting it right, 
Journal of Policing Insight 

◦ Change and culture, 
Delivering Happiness

◦ Cultivating culture 
remotely, Delivering 
Happiness

◦ Wellbeing vs well-off, 
Thrive Global 

◦ Future of compliance 
monitoring in resources, 
AusIMM

◦ Future of safety training 
and knowledge retention in 
resources, AusIMM

https://www.miningglobal.com/technology/newcrest-mining-innovation-unearthed-2020
https://policinginsight.com/features/opinion/blue-lights-getting-right-10-leadership-lessons-front-line-policing/
https://blog.deliveringhappiness.com/change-and-culture-the-new-competitive-advantage
https://blog.deliveringhappiness.com/3-ways-to-cultivate-a-remote-culture
https://thriveglobal.com/stories/well-being-vs-well-off/
https://www.ausimmbulletin.com/feature/the-future-of-compliance-and-skills-monitoring-in-the-resources-sector/
https://www.ausimmbulletin.com/feature/the-future-of-safety-training-and-knowledge-retention-in-the-resources-sector/


Connect

hello@freshbyfriska.com

freshbyfriska.com

linkedin.com/in/friska
Contino Female Influencers in Tech, Feb 2020
Friska’s talk "No change, no progress", and the overwhelming response that we received from 
the audience was incredible. Friska has a very natural, calm and confident ability to speak and 
really connect with the audience. During her presentation she spoke very candidly about her 
life experiences, reliving her personal transformation to take the audience on a journey and be 
a real life example of what resilience can do for both your career as well as your character. It 
was truly one of the most inspirational live talks that I've heard.
That particular talk was so successful that she was asked by numerous people to present it 
again in their organisations. – Valeriya Samokhvalova

Leading for Success, Feb 2020
‘Hi Friska, everyone who has responded to feedback from the speaking gig you did has given 
you 10/10 – no surprise to me! Here are some comments for you:

•Excellent presentation and delivery
•Inspirational message
•Thank you for sharing some very personal life experiences with us
•A fantastic presentation from the heart
•Friska did an amazing job, delivering an authentic message. Truly inspiring
•Amazing heart felt story; and amazingly brave to share that was inspirational to all present –
Melanie McCarthy

Partner with an expert who is guiding 
world-leading companies to achieve 

benefits dependent on changing individual 
mindsets and behaviours

I’ve been driving sustainable change on a global 
scale for more than 10 years. After reinventing my 
own life multiple times, my passion lies in helping 
others do the same. A lifelong learner, my flair for 
delivering change on an individual, team and 
organisational level has proven to be a compelling 
cost mitigation strategy.

mailto:hello@freshbyfriska.com
https://www.meetup.com/Female-Influencers-in-Tech-Melbourne/events/267801151/
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